THE CIRI FOUNDATION CELEBRATES 35 YEARS

The CIRI Foundation President and CEO Susan Anderson likens herself to a fairy godmother. “It’s not quite as simple as showing up and waving your magic wand, but when you get to come to work every day and actually change lives, what more could you ask for? It’s pretty amazing.”

A private foundation established in 1982 by the CIRI Board of Directors, The CIRI Foundation (TCF) has contributed more than $29 million for the Alaska Native beneficiaries of CIRI to participate in post-secondary education. TCF offers funding for postsecondary education through scholarships, vocational training grants, individual fellowships, research and other education projects. A variety of village and tribal scholarships and grants are available as well.

“We have scholarship recipients who come and literally say TCF has literally changed their lives, and it has changed the lives of their family members,” Anderson said. “The recipients are doing all the hard work, but we get to help them along the way.”

For 35 years, TCF has helped fund the education and career development of original CIRI shareholders and their direct lineal descendants. But as CIRI shares continue to be gifted and inherited, the number of Alaska Native shareholders who are not original enrollees or direct lineal descendants has been increasing. To better serve this growing population, TCF created the Raven Fund in 2015.

“...the future of CIRI itself will depend in large part upon the well-trained management leadership selected to lead the corporation. Also, a solid education is a basic tool that is necessary to enable our shareholders to be prepared as active participants in our modern world.”

With these words, then-CIRI President and CEO Roy Huhndorf unveiled The CIRI Foundation (TCF) to readers of the August 1982 CIRI Newsletter.

Prior to the establishment of TCF, CIRI awarded scholarships through two programs: the CIRI-H & N Scholarship Program and the CIRIARCO Scholarship Program.

TCF was incorporated on July 9, 1982. Its primary purpose was, and continues to be, expanding and enhancing the educational assistance programs made available to CIRI shareholders and their direct lineal descendants.

In its first year, thanks to a $100,000 initial contribution from CIRI, TCF awarded 26 scholarships and 20 training grants. Over the last 35 years, thanks in large part to continued support from CIRI, TCF has awarded $29 million to CIRI shareholders and their direct lineal descendants to participate in post-secondary education. An additional $2.8 million has been awarded through TCF’s Education and Heritage Project Grant Program toward nonprofit organization projects that further the goals of TCF.
**A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT**

Sophie Minich, CIRI president and chief executive officer

I hope you are enjoying the summer! CIRI kicked off the season with its Annual Meeting of Shareholders, which drew 300 shareholders and their family members to Southcentral Foundation’s Nuka Learning and Wellness Center in Anchorage. A highlight of the meeting was hearing presentations from several of CIRI’s nonprofit organizations, two of which – Southcentral Foundation (SCF) and The CIRI Foundation (TCF) – are celebrating their 35th anniversaries this year.

While CIRI’s corporate focus is dedicated to profitable investments and business operations, the company is also committed to the “real economic and social needs of Natives,” as stated in Congress’s declaration of policy in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, and as explicitly stated in CIRI’s mission statement. CIRI accomplishes this through a family of nonprofit organizations that provides a variety of services to our shareholders and other Alaska Native and American Indian people in the Cook Inlet region. SCF provides excellent, patient-focused health care to approximately 60,000 Alaska Native people. Since it was incorporated under CIRI’s tribal authority in 1982, SCF has elevated the level of care in medical care delivered to Alaska Native and American Indian people. By contributing to the health and wellness of our people, it has made our community a better place.

The contributions made every day by the dedicated team of health care professionals at Southcentral Foundation have fulfilled the promise of the Alaska Native leaders who envisioned a health care system that would be owned and managed by Alaska Native people, and help us to be physically stronger, mentally sharper and spiritually restored.

With an initial $100,000 endowment from CIRI, TCF was created in 1982 to deliver educational scholarships to original CIRI shareholders and their direct lineal descendants. Over the last 35 years, TCF has awarded 15,000 scholarships totaling nearly $30 million. I invite you to learn more about TCF in this month's newsletter and by listening to episode 11 of the CIRIosity podcast, “TCF at 35.”

This time last year, CIRI was honored when the Fireweed Business Center, CIRI’s corporate headquarters in midtown Anchorage, was chosen as the location where then-U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch met with the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) and Alaska tribal leaders to address some of the most critical issues facing Alaska Native people. This June, the Fireweed Business Center was again selected as the location to host U.S. Secretary of the Interior Ryan Zinke, the AFN board of directors and the Alaska Congressional delegation as they discussed ways to grow the Alaska economy and optimize our state’s natural resource potential.

When CIRI relocated its corporate headquarters to the Fireweed Business Center two years ago, the company occupied roughly 40 percent of the building. The challenge before us was to lease the remaining 60 percent as the building is, first and foremost, an investment aimed at delivering greater returns to shareholders. When the CIRI Board of Directors approved the project’s development, they recognized it would take time to lease the space to quality tenants. CIRI was pleased to welcome engineering company Stantec to the Fireweed Business Center in early 2016. Earlier this year Stantec expanded, and Umulik Insurance Company recently moved on to the fifth floor.

Nearly 3,000 children in high-need, low-income areas receive meals for 36 weeks of the school year through TLC’s Weekend Food Program, which provides healthy meals to students in Anchorage Title 1 schools. In 2016, more than 289,290 meals were distributed through the Weekend Food Program, www.beanscafe.org/the-childrens-lunch-box

CIRI is pleased and proud to partner with organizations that do such important work in our communities. For more information on the CIRI Golf Classic, visit www.cirigolf.com.

Warm regards,

Sophie Minich

---

**2017 GOLF CLASSIC FUND RECIPIENTS**

An annual charitable event that benefits programs focusing on youth and education, the CIRI Golf Classic has raised more than $1.9 million for local nonprofit organizations since it began in 1983.

The 2017 tournament will be held Friday, Aug. 4 at Moose Run Golf Course in Anchorage. This year’s proceed recipients include:

**Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center**
AWCC’s education programs share the magnificence of Alaska wildlife and the important role it plays in the balance of life, culture and environment. Programs reinforce STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) curriculum standards and provide teachers a novel way to attract youth to science and math topics. Nearly 1,300 students from 30 schools visited the AWCC on fieldtrips during the 2015-2016 school year, and another 1,175 Title 1* students received outreach education. Examples of AWCC’s popular and cost-effective outreach programs include Animal Puppet Show, Bones and Fur Class, Animal Ambassador Programs and Bison-in-a-Box, which contains a real bison skeleton for students to assemble. www.alaskawildlife.org

**Camp Fire Alaska**
Provides safe, enriching learning experiences for more than 5,000 youth across Alaska. Its Inclusion Fund gives youth access to both school-year programs and summer camps. In 2016, the Inclusion Fund provided $166,000 in scholarships to 227 youth. www.campfireak.org

**Koahnic Broadcast Corporation**
KBC is committed to serving Native youth. In 2017 Koahnic will launch The RIVR, a youth-oriented online radio stream. The RIVR will mix cultural and educational content with music that appeals to teens and young adults, and provide an ideal forum for youth-produced programming. Funds from the CIRI Golf Classic will support the development of educational programs for Alaska Native high school students, with the goal of producing programming that will be made available for airing on The RIVR. www.koahnicbroadcast.org

**The Children’s Lunchbox at Bean’s Café**
The mission of The Children’s Lunchbox is to feed hungry children in safe community environments.

*To qualify for the Title 1 program, which provides supplementary funding to improve academic achievement for low-income students, a school must have a certain percentage of students in its attendance area who qualify for free or reduced-price lunches.

---

**CIRI in the COMMUNITY**
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CIRI Youth OPPORTUNITIES
Youth art contest submissions due Aug. 9, 2017

YOUTH ART CONTEST
To be entered in the 2017 Youth Art Contest, CIRI shareholders and descendants who are 5 to 12 years of age must submit to CIRI original artwork interpreting the theme “The WILDLife in Alaska,” as well as a completed entry form, by 5 p.m. Alaska Daylight Time on Aug. 2. Winning entries will be displayed at the CIRI and The CIRI Foundation Friendship Potlatches this fall. Entry forms can be downloaded and printed at www.ciri.com and are also available from Shareholder Relations.

LaTonia Michelle Mejia-Lora, 39
LaTonia Michelle Mejia-Lora passed away May 16 at home in Anchorage. Ms. Mejia-Lora was born Dec. 3, 1977, in Anchorage. She is survived by her parents, Mary and Eugene Mejia; her husband, Jacob Johnson; her two sons, Zachary and Zane; brothers, Shawn Mejia and Troy Mejia; aunts and uncles; nieces and nephews.

Patrick Kakauk, 60
Patrick T. Kakauk passed away May 29 at the Alaska Native Medical Center in Anchorage. Mr. Kakauk was born Nov. 2, 1956, in Nome, Alaska. Growing up, he was taught by his parents outdoor and subsistence skills. As an adult, Mr. Kakauk enjoyed spending time with his family in the great outdoors. He is survived by his sisters, Ann Kakauk, Katherine King, Mary Ellen Baer, Linda P. Kakauk and Margaret Kakauk; and brothers, Floyd Kakauk, Steven Kakauk and Walter P. Kakauk.

Condolences
Ray Vernon Anarask, 69
Terry Neil Gilligan, 74
Anna K. Kramer, 90
Nicholas Malachoff Jr., 84
Joseph Aloysius Yester, 89

Michael W. Batt, 74
Michael W. Batt passed away April 30 at Alaska Regional Hospital in Anchorage. Mr. Batt was born March 25, 1942, in Nome, Alaska. He is survived by his brother, David Batt, and sister, Patsy Batt.

Christopher Alan Blohm, 59
Christopher Alan Blohm passed away May 4 in Kawkawlin, Mich. Mr. Blohm was born Dec. 30, 1957, in Bay City, Mich. He is survived by his children, Jeremy Blohm and Kiana Blohm; and granddaughter, Kaelyn Blohm.

Simon Emmard-Josefsen Carlough, 69
Simon Emmard-Josefsen Carlough passed away June 6 at Providence Extended Care in Anchorage. Mr. Carlough was born July 25, 1947, in Anchorage. He is survived by his sister, Mary leaking.

Martha Chase, 71
Martha Chase passed away June 28 at home in Anchorage. Ms. Chase was born June 26, 1946, in Tyonek, Alaska. She is survived by her children, Allen Chase Jr., Vernon Chase and Jennifer Norkett; brothers, Stanley Mishakoff, Chad Chickalusion, Leonard Chickalusion and Daniel Chickalusion; sisters, Katherine Chickalusion, Denis Baker, Virginia Hudson and Norma Chickalusion; and many nieces, nephews, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

Alice G. Malidore, 92
Alice G. Malidore passed away May 19 at home in Portland, Ore. Ms. Malidore was born Aug. 15, 1922, in Philadelphia. She is survived by her children, Joshua, Keith and Neil; 47 great-grandchildren; and 23 great-great-grandchildren.
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Colorectal cancer took the life of Paneen Petersen’s mother when she was only 45 years old. Paneen was 12 at the time. “I grew up thinking her death was a fluke,” Paneen said. “It wasn’t until years later, when I was working as a health programs administrator at the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium, that I realized my mom dying of colorectal cancer was not unique. I could accept it was a personal tragedy for our family, but it was not a fluke – it’s something we see all the time (in Alaska Native populations). It made me indignant, like ‘What’s going on here?’”

According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information, colorectal cancer (CRC) is the most frequently diagnosed cancer among Alaska Native people – 30 percent higher than the rate among U.S. white people. From 1969 to 2003, CRC increased 28 percent among Alaska Native people, whereas among U.S. white people, the disease has declined since 1986. Additionally, morbidity rates for Alaska Native people diagnosed with CRC are higher than for other races.

Paneen channeled her grief and indignation into research. She is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in epidemiology at the University of Washington where she studies gene-environment interactions and the risk of CRC. She is expected to graduate in 2018. This research follows a Master of Public Health degree in epidemiology and biostatistics, where she examined CRC survival rates among American Indian and Alaska Native people in the Pacific Northwest.

Epidemiology is the branch of medicine that investigates the incidence, distribution and possible control of diseases and other factors relating to health. Always a serious and science-minded student, Paneen was interested in epidemiology before she knew what it was called. “I earned my bachelor’s degree in anthropology, but I had subscriptions to things like Medscape and Morbidity and Mortality Weekly,” she shared. “When the H1N1 pandemic broke out in 2009, I had the call-in number to the statewide Center for Disease Control so I could hear what all the epidemiologists were talking about.

“Disease isn’t just science, it’s culture and behavior,” Paneen continued. “Epidemiology is the marriage of the two things that excite me most – medical stuff and people.”

Paneen is an advocate for community-based research, which differs from community-placed research. Community-placed research involves “researchers who are interested in a population for data purposes, but whose findings may not necessarily be of use to that community,” Paneen said. Community-based research is a collaboration between researchers and community members, which seeks as its goal social action and social change for the purpose of achieving social justice.

Paneen grew up in Anchorage and still considers Alaska home, though she currently resides in the Seattle area due to school. A CIRI shareholder of Iñupiaq descent and a former CIRI Shareholder Participation Committee member, she is connected to CIRI through her mother, the late Gretchen Petersen of Kotzebue, Alaska; her father, who hails from Nebraska, is of Danish and German ancestry.

“My goal is to come back to Alaska,” Paneen said. “I want to lead research design with our own community members.”

Paneen is grateful to have received funding from The CIRI Foundation (TCF) for each year of her Ph.D. program. “I wouldn’t be able to do what I do without money from TCF,” she said. “I actually worked for TCF as a program officer for four years (2000-2004), and I learned a great deal. It really gave me a leg up on funding. The application process isn’t about jumping through hoops; they really want to see you succeed.”

Paneen is passionate about CRC screenings for everyone, especially Alaska Native people. “Alaska Native patients should begin screening for CRC at age 40 rather than 50,” she said. While colonoscopies are the “gold standard,” there are other screening tests if colonoscopies are not available in your area.

“There are lots of challenges in Alaska – limited access to screenings and a population that’s high risk. And also fear,” Paneen said. “I will tell you that I’ve had five colonoscopies, starting at the age of 30. Twilight sedation during the procedure is an option. It’s really not that bad; I actually opted to stay awake during my last four. Remember that the screening isn’t just about you – it’s for your family, too. With proper screening, colorectal cancer is a disease that’s almost completely preventable.”

For more information on colorectal cancer screening, please visit the following resources:
www.anmrc.org
www.cancer.gov
www.cancer.org
www.cdc.gov

SHAREHOLDER PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Please join CIRI in welcoming the following new Shareholder Participation Committee (SPC) members:

**ALASKA SPC COMMITTEE**
Glenn A. Carlo, Fairbanks
Brian K. Finley, Fairbanks
Ariana M. Smith, Trapper Creek
Tiffany E. Stonecirh, Ninilchik*

**ANCHORAGE SPC COMMITTEE**
Edward A. Jones
Tony C. Kruger
Kayla Reiser

**LOWER 48 AND HAWAII SPC COMMITTEE**
Kristen D. Barnett, Maine*
Cynthia Demientieff, Oklahoma
Tammy S. Kopotic, Wisconsin
Thomas D. Yates III, Oklahoma

*Selected to fill vacated term

Each year, SPC members are chosen through a drawing from the names of voting shareholders who are at least 18 years of age, have indicated an interest in participating on a committee and have correctly answered a questionnaire about CIRI that is mailed to all voting shareholders prior to the Annual Meeting of Shareholders.

This year, 333 shareholders submitted questionnaires. Of these, 116 (approximately 35 percent) questionnaires were answered correctly. The most frequently missed question was “If two shareholders have the same email address on file with CIRI (for example, a husband and wife), only one may create a Qenek account using that email address.” The correct answers for the 2017 questionnaire are shown here:

Which of the following statements are true?

- CIRI conducts quarterly drawings for an Echo Dot from the names of all shareholders with Qenek accounts who have accessed the Qenek account during the quarter. If the selected individual has not accessed the account during the quarter or if the CIRI address is not current, another winner is selected.
- CIRI can help to reduce CIRI’s carbon footprint.
- To maintain confidentiality, Qenek sign-in information should be treated confidentially and not shared.
- To register for Qenek, a shareholder needs his or her shareholder identification number, the last four digits of the social security number, the date of birth and the “primary” email address on file with CIRI, which is the address where eNewsletters and other eCommunications are sent.
- If two shareholders have the same email address on file with CIRI (for example, a husband and wife), only one may create a Qenek account using that email address.

If you have any questions about the Shareholder Participation Committee, please contact CIRI at 1-800-530-2030 or info@cirionline.org.
**INTERN-al AFFAIRS**

In my opinion, the beauty in Alaska cannot be matched.

Being from the Pacific Northwest, I’m accustomed to lush forests, snow-capped mountains and dramatic seascapes, but trust me – Washington’s got nothing on Alaska. When I got the opportunity to live and work in Anchorage for the summer, I knew I had to take it!

My name is Drew Johnson, and I am the intern assigned to CIRI’s Corporate Communications department. I grew up in Seattle and just finished my junior year at Washington State University where I major in finance. With graduation fast approaching, I knew I needed to broaden my professional horizons and bolster my resume. My father, CIRI shareholder Lynn Johnson, suggested that CIRI might be a good fit for me, so I started doing my research. After learning more about the Summer Internship program, I was motivated to apply.

In just three short weeks I’ve already helped edit the Raven’s Circle shareholder newsletter, brainstormed potential podcast topics and posted to CIRI’s various social media accounts. If you don’t already, I invite you to follow CIRI on Instagram (@ourCIRI) – the other interns and I had a lot of fun taking over the account on June 21 for National Selfie Day!

I’m looking forward to multiple opportunities to learn from CIRI executives and other Alaska Native leaders throughout the summer. Even though it is still early, I feel as though I’ve learned so much yet have barely scratched the surface.

As I learn more about CIRI, my initial favorable impression has only deepened. This is the first time in my life I have been exposed to a corporation that truly puts its shareholders and the community first. I feel extremely grateful for the opportunity CIRI has provided me and look forward to sharing my experience with you each month.

Until next time,

Drew Johnson
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENT
CIRI shareholder Douglas Sheldor and his wife, Jo, are pleased to announce the graduation of their daughter, Kendall Marie Shelford, from the University of Washington in Seattle. Kendall graduated with a bachelor’s degree in public health with minors in nutrition and Spanish. She was also chosen for the Dean’s List. Kendall would like to thank The CIRI Foundation for its support.

ART EXHIBITION
Congratulations to CIRI shareholder Stormie Webber on her solo exhibition, Casino; A Palimpsest. Through family photographs, archival records and poetry, Webber unearths a personal history of her solo exhibition, Casino: A Palimpsest.

CIRI, EKLUTNA INC. SIGN GRAVEL PIT AGREEMENT
Article courtesy of Eklutna Inc.

ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER TO BE BUILT IN EKLUTNA
The Tikahnu Forum – a collaboration between representatives from CIRI and other Alaska Native corporations, tribes, villages and nonprofits in the Cook Inlet region – first discussed a substance abuse, prevention and treatment agenda in August 2015. These have continued to be important topics. In 2016, two Tikahnu Forum Special Committee on Substance Abuse meetings were held.

“I remember the Tikahnu Forum discussing and brainstorming how we needed more options and beds available for addiction patients, culturally-appropriate programs and land to build on,” said CIRI’s Greg Razo, vice president, Government Contracting.

“The Ernie Turner model, a therapeutic “Village of Care” framework, is based on traditional Alaska Native values and concepts. Clients are referred to as family members and have a “family chief,” sobriety is understood to involve the whole person and spiritual needs are addressed as part of recovery.

“We came together over the course of those meetings and said, “We have the resources available – let’s coordinate and do it!”

Less than two years after that initial meeting, CIRI-affiliated nonprofit organization Cook Inlet Tribal Council (CITC) announced plans to build a new residential inpatient addiction treatment center. The Ernie Turner Center Recovery Journey Program will be built on land owned by Eklutna Inc. A second CIRI-affiliated nonprofit, Cook Inlet Housing Authority, will serve as project developer.

This new treatment facility will offer residential addiction treatment to individuals who have gone through detox and have been screened by the program’s application process. Floor plans of the center have been finalized and include 16 beds for short- and long-term addiction patients, as well as a fitness room, arts and crafts room, and carving studio.

According to Rebecca Ling, director of recovery services for CITC, the location – a secluded six-acre parcel of land owned by Eklutna Inc. – provides a healing, natural environment that’s a contrast to the urban environment can be a little chaotic for those in recovery.”

The Ernie Turner model, a therapeutic “Village of Care” framework, is based on traditional Alaska Native values and concepts. Clients are referred to as family members and have a “family chief,” sobriety is understood to involve the whole person and spiritual needs are addressed as part of recovery.

The new site is slated to begin operations in 2019. For more information, visit www.eklutnainc.com.

ADDICTION RECOVERY CONTINUED ON PAGE 07

The Eklutna Gravel Site operates on land jointly owned by Eklutna Inc. (surface) and CIRI (subsurface). Photos courtesy of Joanna White/Eklutna Inc.
U.S. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR MEETS WITH ALASKA NATIVE LEADERS AT FIREWEED BUSINESS CENTER

With the goal of addressing a broad topic – doubling Alaska’s gross domestic product over the next 10 years – U.S. Secretary of the Interior Ryan Zinke met with the Alaska Federation of Natives board of directors and the Alaska Congressional delegation June 1 at the Fireweed Business Center, CIRI’s corporate headquarters in Anchorage.

Zinke’s proposed strategy includes revitalizing the state’s oil industry and otherwise encouraging development of natural resources, including bolstering development on the North Slope, building out telecom to meet national security needs and encouraging foreign investment in Alaska. He advocates the removal of barriers for Alaska Native people to develop Native-owned lands, tax reforms that benefit Alaska Native and American Indian people and policies that give Alaska Native corporations contracting preference.

“IT was a great honor hosting Secretary Zinke, U.S. Senators Lisa Murkowski and Dan Sullivan, Congressman Don Young and many Alaska Native leaders at the Fireweed Business Center,” said CIRI President and CEO Sophie Minich. “It’s a testament to the Secretary that he sees creating opportunities for Alaska Native people as a way to pull the state out of its recession.”

Zinke is a retired U.S. Navy SEAL who has spent time on the Aleutian islands of Adak and Shemya. His wife has also spent time in Alaska, having once worked at the Lucky Wishbone restaurant in Anchorage. Zinke was offered the position of U.S. Secretary of the Interior by then-President-elect Donald Trump on Dec. 13, 2016; he was later confirmed by a Senate vote and sworn in March 1. In his role, Zinke leads an agency with more than 70,000 employees who are stewards for 20 percent of the nation’s lands, including national parks, monuments, wildlife refuges and other public lands. The department is charged with overseeing the responsible development of conventional and renewable energy supplies on public lands and waters, is the largest supplier and manager of water in the 17 Western states, and upholds trust responsibilities to the 567 federally-recognized American Indian and Alaska Native tribes.

“Sustaining Alaska’s future is dependent on the health and vibrancy of our Native peoples, and the Native Justice Center continues to lead efforts throughout Alaska,” Zinke said.

For more information on the U.S. Department of the Interior, visit www.doi.gov.

ANJC DEVELOPS SUSTAINABILITY PLAN

After merging with CITC, ANJC refines vision and mission

Alaska Native people face increasingly disproportionate rates of victimization, incarceration and other justice-related issues in Alaska. Through culturally-based advocacy, prevention and intervention initiatives, the Alaska Native Justice Center (ANJC) works to restore dignity, respect and humanity to all Native peoples.

ANJC was formally brought into the fold of Cook Inlet Tribal Council’s (CITC) programming structure last fall. Moving ANJC into the CITC family leverages existing infrastructure and ensures sustainability of ANJC’s services, while providing a foundation for the organization to reach its full potential. The partnership:

• More closely aligns the services of CITC and ANJC and creates a stronger continuum of opportunities for participants;

• Merges both organizations’ missions to provide a robust and effective network for service delivery; and

• Furthers the collective impact model for both organizations.

To help guide ANJC toward greater viability and community impact, the organizations have been working with community stakeholders and key partners to develop a sustainability plan. The plan will map out a future in which ANJC is a stronger, more self-reliant and resilient organization. A seven-member board, which includes CIRI executive Greg Razo, provides direction, guidance and oversight. For more information, visit www.anjc.org.
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ADDITIONAL RECOVERY, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 06

The new Ernie Turner Center fulfills a critical need for additional detox services in the Anchorage area. At this time, there are only two detox centers in Alaska — one of which is the current Ernie Turner Center, now run by Southcentral Foundation — and as the number of heroin-related deaths has increased tenfold since 2010, Alaska is in dire need of treatment facilities. The new facility is slated to open in early summer of 2018. A blessing ceremony of the building site will be held later this summer.

For more information, visit www.anjc.org.

Special thanks to CITC’s Jamey Bradbury for contributing to this article.
CIRI is seeking photos from shareholders and descendants for a new generation to work day. Whether you’re seeking that dream job, or skilled employees, let Alaska Native Hire help make the perfect pairing.
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